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Abstract

Occupied and unoccupied densities of states of p-conjugated molecules measured via ultraviolet photoemission
spectroscopy and inverse photoemission spectroscopy, respectively, are compared with corresponding densities of states

Ž .calculated using the semi-empirical Hartree–Fock intermediate neglect of differential overlap INDO method. Excellent
Ž .agreement is obtained for both occupied and unoccupied levels for PTCDA 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride ,

Ž X X Ž . X Y . Ž Ž . .a-NPD N,N -diphenyl-N,N -bis l-naphthyl -l,l biphenyl-4,4 diamine , and Alq tris 8-hydroxy-quinoline aluminum . The3

results provide a full description of the electronic structure of these molecules and demonstrate that semi-empirical
techniques can be successfully applied to describe the unoccupied levels of these molecules. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, the development of elec-
tronic and photonic devices made of organic p-con-
jugated molecular semiconductors has spurred an
increased effort to investigate the electronic structure
of these molecular materials. Improving the perfor-
mance of organic-based devices by designing new
structures and molecules demands a detailed under-
standing of transport and optical processes that take
place in these devices, which can ultimately be
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achieved only through a fundamental understanding
of the electronic structure of the constituent molecules
and the molecular thin films.

A great deal of insight into the electronic structure
of solids is obtained from comparing measured and
calculated densities of states. Ultraviolet photoemis-

Ž .sion spectroscopy PES has been extensively used
to collect experimental densities of occupied states
from numerous organic solids. Theory, however, has
been somewhat hampered by fundamental difficul-
ties. Molecular solids are collections of weakly inter-
acting, van der Waals-bonded closed-shell molecular
moieties. In these materials, intermolecular energy
bands are very narrow, electrons and holes are local-
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ized, and conduction occurs via tunneling and hop-
ping between molecular sites. The one-electron ap-
proximation, which is at the core of band-structure
calculations in periodic delocalized inorganic solids,
cannot provide a full description of the electronic
structure of molecular solids. The molecules are
relatively small electron systems in which the excita-
tion and addition or removal of charge carriers by
optical transitions or transport processes causes a
significant rearrangement of electronic structure and
atomic configuration. Final state effects, in particular
in photoemission spectroscopy, are generally impor-
tant. Also, the typical size of the molecules of inter-
est is such that various alternative routes to ab initio
Hartree–Fock calculations of electronic structures
were developed over the years, including the non-
empirical Valence Effective Hamiltonian method
w x1,2 , and techniques based on semi-empirical

w xHartree–Fock Hamiltonians 3,4 and those derived
Ž . w xfrom the density functional theory DFT 5,6 . Re-

cently, the intermediate neglect of differential over-
Ž .lap INDO method based on a semiempirical

Hartree–Fock Hamiltonian approach was used to
reproduce UPS valence spectra of a number of p-

w xconjugated molecules 7 . Excellent agreement was
obtained with the measured densities of states, pro-
viding confidence that a good understanding of the
electronic structure of occupied states of these
molecules can be achieved with semi-empirical
quantum-chemical methods. To date, however, a
similar comparison has yet to be achieved for unoc-
cupied states, in spite of their obvious importance in
optical and transport processes. One of the reasons is
the paucity of spectroscopic data on unoccupied
states. In this paper, we present an analysis of data
obtained with both UPS and inverse photoemission

Ž .spectroscopy IPES on three molecules: 3,4,9,10-
Ž .perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride PTCDA ,

Ž . Ž .tris 8-hydroxy-quinoline aluminum Alq and3
X X Ž . XN,N -diphenyl-N,N -bis 1-naphthyl -1,1 biphenyl-

X Ž .4,4 diamine a-NPD . The chemical structure of
each molecule is given in Fig. 1. Because of its
remarkable growth and anisotropic transport proper-
ties, PTCDA has served as a model system for a
number of fundamental studies over the past decade.
Alq and a-NPD are extensively used as electron3

and hole transport materials in modern organic
w xlight-emitting diodes 8 . We demonstrate that the

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of the molecules investigated in this
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Xwork: a tris 8-hydroxy-quinoline aluminum Alq , b N,N -di-3

X Ž . X X Ž .phenyl-N,N -bis 1-naphthyl -1,1 biphenyl-4,4 diamine a-NPD ,
Ž . Ž .and c 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic dianhydride PTCDA .

density of states calculated using the semiempirical
Hartree–Fock INDO method shows excellent agree-
ment with both UPS and IPES measured spectra,
thus paving the way for a complete description of the
electronic structure of these molecules.

2. Experimental aspects

The deposition of the organic films and the PES
and IPES measurements were performed in two in-
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terconnected ultra-high vacuum systems, allowing
measurements on unexposed pristine surfaces. The

Ž y11spectroscopy chamber base pressures5=10
.Torr was equipped with a helium discharge lamp

and a double-pass cylindrical mirror analyzer for
UPS, and a low energy electron gun and an isochro-
mat band-pass photon detector for IPES. The details
of the system and the IPES set-up have been pub-

w xlished elsewhere 9 . The resolution of the UPS and
IPES measurements were 0.15 and 0.5 eV, respec-
tively. The energy scales of the UPS and IPES
systems were aligned by matching the Fermi ener-
gies obtained by measuring the position of the Fermi
edge on freshly evaporated Au surfaces.

The films were prepared by evaporating organic
Ž y9 .molecules in vacuum 10 Torr on highly conduct-

˚Ž .ing Si 100 wafers coated with ;200 A Cr and
˚1000 A Au. PTCDA and Alq were purchased com-3

mercially while a-NPD was provided by the group
Žof M.E. Thompson University of Southern Califor-

.nia . All three compounds were purified via three
consecutive cycles of gradient sublimation, and
placed in vacuum in evaporation cells where they
were extensively degassed. The thickness of the

˚organic films was 50–100 A, which is sufficient to
eliminate the substrate signal in PES and IPES while
avoiding charging during spectroscopy. Each organic

Ž .film was first studied with UPS He I and He II to
measure the density of occupied states. The same
film was then studied using IPES to measure the
density of unoccupied states. IPES spectra were col-
lected using several incident electron currents in the
range of 10y3 –1 mA, allowing inspection of the data
for evidence of rigid energy shifts due to charging.
Additionally, higher current densities were found to
damage the surface of some organic films. Decreas-
ing the current, at the expense of the count rate, was
generally found to result in spectra of superior qual-
ity.

3. Theoretical details

We simulate the PES spectra according to the
w xsystematic procedure detailed in Ref. 7 . The energy

scale associated to the raw results provided by the

ŽINDO Hamiltonian spectroscopic version developed
w x.by Zerner and co-workers 10 is first compressed

by a factor of 1.2–1.3, in order to compensate for the
electron correlation effects neglected in Koopmans’
approximation. The calculated spectrum is then
rigidly shifted to lower binding energies to account
for the impact of solid-state polarization effects.
Finally, all spectra are convolved with Gaussian
functions with the full-width at half-maximum
Ž . ŽFWHM adapted to the experimental linewidths no
photoionization cross-sections are included in the

.calculations . The inverse photoemission spectra are
obtained by shifting the raw results to higher binding
energies in order to match the energy of the lowest
peak in the experimental spectrum and are also
convolved with Gaussian functions. However, a
compression of the energy scale is found not to be
required to achieve a good match between the exper-
imental and theoretical lineshapes. Though the origin
of this difference is not easily understood, it is
consistent with the fact that the INDO parameteriza-
tion systematically gives the total width of the va-
lence band larger than the width of the band built
from the unoccupied levels. On the basis of the

ŽINDO results, the LCAO linear combination of
.atomic orbitals patterns of the HOMO and LUMO

levels of the three compounds have been plotted with
the graphical interface InsightII of Molecular Simu-

w xlations 11 .
The INDO simulations of the PES and IPES

spectra of Alq are based on the geometric structure3

of the meridianal isomer, obtained using the local
Ž .spin density approximation LSDA level of DFT
Ž .and the Vosko–Wilk–Nusair VWN exchange-cor-
Žrelation potential, with a DNP double numericalq

. Ž w x.polarization basis set see Ref. 6 ; the three ligands
of Alq are hereafter labelled L1, L2 and L3 as in3

w xRef. 5 and can be distinguished from the relative
locations of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms along the
vertices forming the distorted octahedron around the

w xcentral aluminum atom 5 . The geometries of
PTCDA and a-NPD are optimized with the semiem-

Ž .pirical Hartree–Fock Austin Model 1 AM1 method
that has a good track record for reproducing the

w xground-state geometry of organic molecules 12 ;
note that the AM1 method has been shown to pro-
vide less reliable geometries in the case of

w xorganometallic compounds such as Alq 5 .3
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4. Results and discussion

The UPS and IPES spectra of the Alq thin films3

are presented in Fig. 2 together with the correspond-
ing INDO simulated spectra convolved with Gauss-
ian functions; the LCAO pattern of the HOMO and
LUMO levels are sketched in Fig. 5. A background
based on the high kinetic energy part of the smooth
secondary electron peak was removed from the UPS
data, but similar treatment of the IPES data was not
performed, given our lack of understanding of the
overall shape of the IPES background. Nevertheless,
the correspondence in the number and energy of
individual measured and calculated features is excel-
lent.

The gas phase ionization potential of the investi-
gated organic compounds can be estimated within
Koopmans’ approximation as the absolute value of

Fig. 2. Comparison between UPS and IPES spectra measured
Ž .from an Alq thin film top and INDO-simulated UPS and IPES3

Ž .spectra bottom . The energy scale is referenced to the Fermi
level. A compression factor of 1.2 is used to simulate the UPS
spectrum and the FWHM is set to 0.5 eV prior to compression.
The vertical bars at the bottom of the graph refer to the calculated
energies of the molecular orbitals.

the INDO-calculated HOMO level energy; in the
X Ž .case of the 4,4 -bis- m-tolyphenylamino biphenyl

Ž . ŽTPD molecule, the INDO-calculated value 6.74
.eV is found to be in remarkable agreement with the

Ž . w xexperimental estimate 6.69 eV 7 . The comparison
with thin-film samples is more complicated, since
the molecular levels are broadened by solid-state
effects and disorder in the generally amorphous films.
For the purpose of this comparison, we define the
ionization energy of the thin-film samples as the
energy difference between the vacuum level and the
peak of the UPS HOMO, which corresponds to the
average HOMO binding energy in the film. Addi-
tionally, the three highest occupied levels of Alq 3
Ž .HOMO, HOMO-1, HOMO-2 are too closely spaced
to be resolved in UPS, and result in a further broad-
ened feature. We have therefore chosen to compare
the mean position of these three levels in the calcu-
lated gas phase spectrum with the UPS peak posi-
tion. Within this definition, the gas phase ionization
potential of Alq is estimated from the INDO levels3

to be 7.15 eV while accurate experimental measure-
ments in the solid solid-state give values between 6.3

w x w xeV 4,13 and 6.5 eV 14 ; the stabilization of the
HOMO level induced by the solid-state polarization
effects is thus estimated to be on the order of 0.8 eV,
which is in the typical range of the polarization

w xenergies reported for organic solids 15 .
The lowest binding energy peak in the INDO-

simulated UPS spectrum of Alq originates from the3

highest three molecular levels. These levels are non-
degenerate and mostly localized on the phenoxide
moiety of the ligands L3, L2 and L1, respectively, in
order of decreasing energy. The lowest three bands
in the calculated IPES spectrum find a one-to-one
correspondence with clearly resolved features in the
experimental spectrum; each of them originate from
a triplet of p

)-molecular levels localized on a single
Ž .ligand L1, L2 and L3 in order of ascending energy .

The wavefunction of the lowest three unoccupied
levels is mainly distributed over the pyridyl moiety
of the 8-quinolinolate ligand. The levels contributing
to the highest three PES bands and the lowest four
IPES bands possess vanishingly small weight on the
central aluminum atom; the latter is thus expected to
play a minor role in the transport and optical pro-
cesses associated with Alq layers. Noteworthy, the3

analysis of the one-electron structure of Alq carried3
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Ž .out with the PM3 Parameterized Method 3 Hamil-
tonian reveals a significant weight on the aluminum

w xatom in the lowest three unoccupied levels 4 ; this
discrepancy can be attributed to the low reliability of
the optimized geometry obtained for Alq at the3

w xPM3 level 5 .
The main characteristics of the one-electron struc-

ture of Alq inferred from the INDO calculations are3

fully consistent with those derived from gradient-
Žcorrected density functional calculations see Refs.

w x w x5 and 16 where a detailed description of the
.one-electron properties of Alq are reported . How-3

ever, we stress that it is of great interest to validate
here the use of the INDO Hamiltonian, since optical
properties can also be derived with this approach
through coupling to a configuration interaction
scheme; in contrast, DFT techniques still have lim-
ited access to the description of excited states in
organic molecules.

We display in Fig. 3 the experimental and theoret-
ical PES and IPES spectra obtained for a-NPD. The

Fig. 3. Comparison between UPS and IPES spectra measured
Ž .from a-NPD thin film top and INDO-simulated UPS and IPES

Ž .spectra bottom . The energy scale is referenced to the Fermi
level. A compression factor of 1.3 is used to simulate the UPS
spectrum and the FWHM is set to 0.5 eV prior to compression.
The vertical bars at the bottom of the graph refer to the calculated
energies of the molecular orbitals.

gas phase ionization potential calculated at the INDO
level is 6.80 eV, i.e., very similar to that obtained for

Ž .TPD 6.74 eV ; the experimental value reported in
Žthe solid state is 5.6–5.9 eV using the definition

. w xgiven above 14,17–20 , thus leading to an estimate
of the solid-state polarization energy on the same

Ž .order of magnitude as for Alq ;1 eV . The3

theoretical results show that the HOMO level energy
is not affected by the substitution of the tolyl groups
by naphthyl groups when going from TPD to NPD.
This can be understood by the fact that the HOMO
level is mostly localized on the lone pairs of the
nitrogen atoms and on the para carbon atoms of the

Ž .two benzene rings in the biphenyl core see Fig. 5 ;
this is also supported by a PM3 study of the one-

w xelectron structure of the TPD molecule 4 . Notewor-
thy, the nitrogen atoms do not have a pure sp2

character as a result of steric hindrance between the
rings connecting them. The lowest binding energy
peak in the UPS spectrum around ;2.0 eV actually
originates from the highest two occupied levels; the
HOMO-1 level is centered on the lone pairs of the
nitrogen atoms. The following three peaks mainly
result from p-molecular orbitals localized either on
the naphthalene units or on the biphenyl core and the
attached benzene rings. The absence of levels fully
delocalized over the whole molecule is explained by

Ž .the large torsion angles ;408 calculated at the
AM1 level between the planes of the conjugated
moeities connected to the nitrogen atoms. The in-
tense band with a pronounced shoulder on each side
observed in the IPES spectrum is the signature of the
lowest fourteen unoccupied levels of the a-NPD
molecule. The shoulder on the low energy side mostly
arises from the contribution of three levels; the al-
most degenerate LUMO and LUMOq1 orbitals are

Ž .mainly localized on the naphthalene units Fig. 5
and the LUMOq2 level, located 0.3 eV above, is
delocalized over the biphenyl core. This contrasts
with the situation in the TPD molecule whose LUMO
level is mostly localized over the biphenyl, as also

w xsuggested by PM3 calculations 4 .
We report in Fig. 4 the experimental PES and

IPES spectra of PTCDA together with the INDO
simulations. There is once again an overall good
agreement between theory and experiment; however,
we note that the peak calculated around y5 eV does
not find any correspondence in the UPS experimen-
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tal spectrum, which displays a minimum in that
energy range. The HOMO level of PTCDA is well
separated from the rest of the occupied molecular
orbitals and is delocalized over the benzene rings

Ž .and the oxygen atoms see Fig. 5 . The four levels
giving rise to the second UPS band have a similar
delocalization while the third broad band centered
around y5 eV arises from contributions of the oxy-
gen lone pairs; for the latter band, the lack of
correspondence with the experimental spectrum
might be inherent to the INDO parameterization.
However, due to their very different origins, the two
bands are expected to be affected to a different
extent by solid-state polarization effects; as a result,
another explanation to rationalize the discrepancy is
that different shifts should be applied to the two
bands in order to improve the matching between the
experimental and theoretical lineshapes. The fourth

Fig. 4. Comparison between UPS and IPES spectra measured
Ž .from a PTCDA thin film top and INDO-simulated UPS and

Ž .IPES spectra bottom . The energy scale is referenced to the Fermi
level. A compression factor of 1.2 is used to simulate the UPS
spectrum; the FWHM values are set to 0.5 and 1.0 eV prior to
compression for the bottom and middle graphs, respectively. The
vertical bars refer to the calculated energies of the molecular
orbitals.

Fig. 5. LCAO patterns of the HOMO and LUMO levels, calcu-
Ž . Ž . Ž .lated at the INDO level, for Alq a , a-NPD b , and PTCDA c ;3

the three ligands of Alq have been labelled L1, L2 and L33
w xaccording to Ref. 5 .

band localized around y6 eV shows the signature of
the highest s levels. Regarding the IPES spectrum,
the calculations indicate that six unoccupied levels
give rise to the lowest three bands that are clearly
resolved in the spectrum; these levels have very
different LCAO patterns but have in common a
rather delocalized character, as illustrated for the
LUMO level in Fig. 5. The gas phase ionization
energy, estimated using the INDO-calculated HOMO
energy, is 8.15 eV, while the experimental value is

Ž7.1 eV again, using the UPS peak position, as
.discussed above . The solid-state polarization energy

is therefore ;1 eV, consistent with the other two
w xmaterials, and previous studies 15 .

5. Summary

We have shown that the simulated densities of
occupied and, for the first time, unoccupied states of
three p-conjugated molecules, obtained using the
semiempirical Hartree–Fock intermediate neglect of

Ž .differential overlap INDO method, are in excellent
agreement with data obtained from thin films of
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these molecules using UPS and IPES. The particu-
larly good fit between theory and experiment in the
low binding energy p and p

) parts of the spectra
shows that a detailed description of the electronic
structure which dominates the electronic properties
of thin films of molecules can be achieved with this
method.
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